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Abstract—The combination of multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems and intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) is
foreseen as a critical enabler of beyond 5G (B5G) and 6G.
In this work, two different approaches are considered for the
joint optimization of the IRS phase-shift matrix and MIMO
precoders of an IRS-assisted multi-stream (MS) multi-user
MIMO (MU-MIMO) system. Both approaches aim to maximize
the system sum-rate for every channel realization. The first
proposed solution is a novel contextual bandit (CB) framework
with continuous state and action spaces called deep contextual
bandit-oriented deep deterministic policy gradient (DCB-DDPG).
The second is an innovative deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
formulation where the states, actions, and rewards are selected
such that the Markov decision process (MDP) property of
reinforcement learning (RL) is appropriately met. Both proposals
perform remarkably better than state-of-the-art heuristic meth-
ods in scenarios with high multi-user interference.

Index Terms—Deep contextual bandit, DDPG, deep reinforce-
ment learning, intelligent reflecting surfaces, MIMO.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE research interest in intelligent reflecting surface
(IRS)-assisted multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

communication systems is enormous nowadays. IRSs are two-
dimensional surfaces composed of large arrays of passive
scattering elements with specially designed physical structures
[1]. Each scattering element can be individually controlled
in a software-defined manner to change its electromagnetic
(EM) properties and, this way, the phases of the impinging sig-
nals. By properly designing the MIMO precoding/combining
matrices and the IRS phase-shift matrix, the demanding re-
quirements of the use cases in beyond 5G (B5G) and sixth
generation (6G) systems are expected to be accomplished [2]–
[7].

In conventional MIMO systems, the communication channel
is an uncontrollable factor with a high impact on the reception
quality. In this sense, IRS-assisted communications are the
most appealing alternative to configure the propagation envi-
ronment smartly [2]. In [8], the authors analyze the deploy-
ment of IRS-assisted multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) systems
as an energy-efficient alternative to multi-antenna amplify-
and-forward relaying. Numerical results show that the IRS-
based approach provides up to 300% higher energy efficiency
(EE) while reaching near optimal spectrum efficiency (SE).
Authors in [9] address the SE performance of an IRS-assisted
multi-user multiple-input single-output (MU-MISO) downlink
communication in a scenario with non-line-of-sight (NLoS)
conditions between the base station (BS) and the users. As

expected, the sum-rate values significantly increase when
considering the BS-IRS-user channel paths.

Due to the dynamic nature of vehicular communications,
IRS is a promising technology for achieving cost and energy-
efficient communications via smartly reshaping the wireless
propagation channel [10]. According to [11], unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) applications and cellular vehicular communica-
tions enhance by deploying IRSs. For instance, IRSs have been
considered both to improve the reliability of the ground-to-air
links and to be UAV-carried to provide controllable on-demand
coverage [12].

Many challenges related to the deployment of IRS-assisted
MIMO systems remain unsolved [13], [14]. Control and de-
ployment complexities are two major issues that increase with
the number of configurable elements in both technologies. In
IRS-assisted systems, the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and the transmission power savings are directly related to the
square of the number of scattering elements [2]. In MIMO
systems, the multiplexing gain, the spatial diversity, and the
favorable propagation conditions improve when considering
more antennas [15]. However, in MIMO and IRS-assisted
communications, increasing the number of configurable ele-
ments leads to optimization problems that are often too com-
putationally expensive and incur considerable timing overhead.

On the one hand, the complexity of the optimization prob-
lems when considering IRS-assisted communications increases
because of some characteristics of the sets of feasible so-
lutions. The passive behavior of the scattering elements in
IRSs is usually modeled through complex-valued entries with
modulus constraints, which are difficult to handle and lead to
non-convex formulations of the problem. On the other hand,
the requirement of jointly optimizing the users’ precoders and
the IRS phase-shifts in the IRS-assisted MIMO systems leads
to optimization problems with a non-convex cost function
over a non-convex search space. Some conventional model-
based approaches relax the original problem to obtain a convex
formulation, approximate the non-convex constraints itera-
tively, develop heuristic solutions or change the optimization
domain [4], [16]–[22]. However, in those cases, optimality is
sacrificed for tractability. In addition, due to the increase in
complexity and heterogeneity of these communications, the
solutions to the optimization problems cannot wholly rely on
models, which are either too computationally demanding or
inconsistent with the actual behavior of practical deployments.
Among others, these issues render conventional model-based
approaches inefficient for most emerging time-sensitive appli-
cations.
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Several other approaches consider data-driven alternatives
to deal with the high complexity of designing IRS-assisted
MIMO systems. Supervised deep learning (DL) has been
widely considered to solve problems whose conventional so-
lutions become too computationally complex, or the search
spaces are too vast for considering approaches like genetic
algorithms [23]–[27]. However, the performance of supervised
DL is highly dependent on the data sets used for training,
and the predictions are very sensitive to modifications in the
communication systems [28].

Due to the limitations of the solutions above, recent works
suggest the use of deep reinforcement learning (DRL). Unlike
supervised DL, DRL performs the training by interacting with
the communication system. Hence, DRL approaches do not
require massive labeled sets of data. DRL-based solutions have
been employed in different scenarios for wireless communi-
cation systems, proving to be an appealing alternative when
tackling complex optimization problems [29]–[33]. However,
defining a Markov decision process (MDP)—a requirement for
reinforcement learning (RL) formulations—makes no sense for
some optimization problems, and simpler formulations such as
contextual bandit (CB) could be more appropriate.

According to [34], CB problems are intermediate between
the k-armed bandit and RL problems. CB involves learning
optimal actions but aiming to maximize an immediate reward
instead of a long-term one. A significant difference with RL
is that actions and states in CB are formulated so that actions
do not affect the following states or rewards.

Recently, CB has been gaining attention, and several CB-
based solutions have been proposed for different wireless
communication open problems. In [35], the authors propose
a deep CB (DCB)-based instantaneous beam selection method
for mm-wave (mmWave) cell-free networks. The results show
that the proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art
algorithms in terms of latency and computational complexity,
thus enabling faster initial access to the network. Authors
in [36] proposed an algorithm based on CB for beam width
selection in mmWave links. Their proposal efficiently handled
the fast channel variations by considering a codebook-aided
approach. Authors in [37] also propose a CB-based solution
for mmWave device-to-device two-hop relay probing, which
outperforms the considered benchmarks in terms of relaying
performance and execution time.

CB-based algorithms are an appealing alternative to handle
the challenging scenarios of B5G and 6G. However, as ex-
plained in [38], standard CB settings describe problems where
optimal actions are selected from discrete sets of feasible
actions. Hence, most existing works consider only discrete
action spaces, which are unsuitable for joint optimization of
the IRS phase-shift matrix and the MIMO precoders. This
optimization problem becomes a combinatorial search problem
with an intractable number of possible actions when consid-
ering a discrete set of actions. Additionally, unlike standard
CB settings, the actions in this optimization problem are
expected to be composed of several configurable elements that
must be jointly optimized. Therefore, the action space in this
problem is high-dimensional, in the sense that many individual
elements must be optimized, and continuous because each

element is continuous-valued. These issues and the limitations
of the scarce solutions in the literature have motivated our
work, whose main contributions are:

• The proposal of a new approach for the joint optimization
of the IRS phase-shift and MIMO precoder matrices, con-
sidering a CB formulation of the problem with continuous
action and state spaces.

• The development of an actor-critic framework called
deep contextual bandit-oriented deep deterministic policy
gradient (DCB-DDPG), which enables handling the high-
dimensional continuous action space by considering a
deterministic policy gradient approach.

• The use of a multi-head structure for the actor artificial
neural network (ANN) in the DCB-DDPG framework.
This way, the precoders’ normalization, and the IRS
phase-shift matrix projection stages are performed within
the actor. This proposal remarkably improves the training
performance and is a major step for multi-agent imple-
mentations.

• The design of a DRL-based deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG) formulation of the joint optimization
problem where state and action spaces are selected in a
way that is more appropriate to fit the requirements of
the MDP.

• The evaluation of the performance of the proposed meth-
ods in an IRS-assisted multi-stream (MS) MU-MIMO
system. We particularly focus on strong interference com-
munication scenarios where the number of transmitted
streams is larger than the number of receiving antennas,
and the receiver does not have enough degrees of freedom
to manage the multi-user interference.

Hence, we propose an innovative approach to a well-
known DRL-based formulation (DRL-DDPG) and a game-
changing approach based on DCB (DCB-DDPG). With a
detailed analysis of both frameworks, we intend to understand
better their strengths and weaknesses beyond those that can be
inferred from observing the simulation results. The remainder
of this paper is structured as follows. Section II details the
theoretical fundamentals of the CB and RL frameworks and
briefly analyzes some related works. Section III introduces the
IRS-assisted MS MU-MIMO system model and formulates the
optimization problem to determine the IRS phase-shift matrix
and MIMO precoders. Sections IV and V explain the CB
and RL proposed solutions, respectively. In Section VI, we
present an analysis of their convergence and computational
complexity. Section VII is devoted to the simulation results,
and Section VIII presents the conclusions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Contextual Bandit (CB)

As stated in [34], RL is a computational approach to
learning-by-interacting, i.e., mapping situations to actions that
maximize a numerical reward function. Most RL problems are
formalized in terms of MDPs, where the agent (the learning
and decision-maker element) interacts with the environment
(all the elements external to the agent) through actions that
affect the following states and rewards. Hence, RL problems
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Fig. 1. Contextual bandit (CB) framework.
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Fig. 2. Reinforcement learning (RL) framework.

are described by a dynamics function p(st+1, rt|at, st) such
that in every time instant t, the next state st+1, and the reward
rt are conditioned by the effect of taking an action at in the
current state st.

On the other hand, CB problems can be understood as a
relaxation of RL problems. In CB, interactions fit a dynamics
function p(rt|at, st). Thus, only immediate rewards are af-
fected by the current state and action. Unlike RL, a state in
CB only contains the necessary information to select the best
action for that state.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the interactions between the main
components of the CB and RL frameworks, respectively. The
environment is the external element with which the agents
interact and sets the state st in every instant t. However, in
the CB formulation, the selection of the current state is not
related to the previous state and action. In both approaches,
the agent selects the action at that maximizes the value of a
reward function, i.e., the immediate reward rt(·) in CB and a
function of the expected long-term reward qπ(·) in RL. The
tuples Et = (st, at, rt) in CB and Et = (st, at, rt, st+1) in RL
are commonly termed experiences.

The policy is another critical element of both frameworks.
It is the decision-making rule that defines the action that the
agent will take while being in a given state, i.e., at = π(st),
where at belongs to the set A(st) of available actions in
st, and π(·) is a deterministic policy. Hence, CB and RL
algorithms aim to find the optimal policy π∗(·) that maximizes
the respective reward functions.

Conventional tabular approaches to CB and RL problems
have proven efficient when considering low-dimensional, dis-

crete state and action spaces [34]. However, these algorithms
rapidly become intractable in problems where action and
state spaces are continuous or arbitrarily large. In this regard,
the ANN-based DCB and DRL algorithms are appealing
alternatives. The use of ANNs for function approximation of
the policy and reward functions enables a wide range of new
approaches to high-complexity problems like the one we are
addressing in this work.

B. Related Works

In this subsection, we analyze two existing approaches to
the joint optimization of the IRS and precoder matrices. We
focus on [39] and [40], which formulate the joint optimization
as an RL problem and a CB problem, respectively. Table I
summarizes some differences and similarities between these
two approaches.

Authors in [39] propose an RL-based DDPG framework for
the joint optimization of the IRS matrix and the precoder in
the downlink of a single-stream MU-MISO system. In their
proposal, the action vectors are composed of the entries of
the IRS and precoder matrices. These matrices are considered
continuous-valued, enabling high flexibility in searching for
the optimal solution. Besides, it allows authors to overcome the
high dimensionality of discrete-valued implementations. The
instantaneous sum-rate value is the reward function, matching
the metric considered for the optimization problem.

As shown in Table I, the received and transmitted powers
are included in the states [39]. However, states also include
the previous entries of the IRS phase-shift and precoder
matrices. Since the reward is a function of the current sum-
rate value, it is unclear how the selection of the optimal
matrices for a given channel realization could be related to
the previously employed matrices. In RL, the agent takes the
action according to the state information. Hence, for a given
channel realization, there would be as many possible optimal
matrices as possible actions in the previous state. It seems
more accurate to consider actions that only depend on the
current channel realization and therefore rewards that only
depend on the current channel realization and the IRS and
precoding matrices.

On the other hand, [40] considers a CB-based approach to
the joint optimization of the precoders and the IRS matrices in
the downlink of a multi-IRS MU-MISO system. As in [39], the
instantaneous sum-rate value is the reward. However, in [40],
the state vectors are only composed of the channel coefficients
for the current channel realization, which properly follows the
CB formulation.

The major drawback of the solution proposed in [40] is the
assumption of only discrete-valued actions, i.e., IRS scattering
elements with only two possible phase values and a codebook
set for the precoder selection. In setups like that, with low-
dimensional sets of possible actions, the system performance
is limited, and the benefits of IRS-assisted MIMO commu-
nications cannot be fully leveraged. On the other hand, the
complexity of the proposed algorithm steeply increases with
the number of possible actions. This issue is interpreted in
[34], [41] as an instance of the curse of dimensionality.
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TABLE I
RELATED WORKS’ SUMMARY

Reference [39] [40]
Problem formulation Reinforcement learning Contextual bandit

State space
Previous time step IRS matrix values, previous time
step precoder values, CSI and power-related values

(Continuous-valued)

CSI
(Continuous-valued)

Action space Updated IRS matrix and precoder
(Continuous-valued)

Updated IRS matrices and precoder
(Discrete-valued)

C. Overcoming the Limitations

Based on the previous analysis of related works, we propose
two different approaches to overcome their limitations. The
first is a CB formulation of the joint optimization problem
where action and state spaces are considered to be continuous.
To handle this situation, we introduce a novel framework
called DCB-DDPG. It leverages several features of DDPG
and adapts them to the CB formulation. As introduced in
[41], DDPG is a model-free, off-policy actor-critic framework
based on the deterministic policy gradient (DPG) algorithm.
DDPG has rapidly become a well-established solution to high-
dimensional, continuous action spaces and its features make
it a suitable alternative to assist our DCB formulation of the
joint optimization problem [39], [42]–[45].

In this sense, model-free algorithms enable learning from
interactions in scenarios where system models become too
complex or distant from the actual behavior of practical
deployments. Although the initial training of the proposed
solution is based on the outcomes of the IRS-assisted MS MU-
MIMO uplink system model, its performance during practical
evaluations will depend on its capability to keep learning
from interacting. Besides, the off-policy behavior enables
exploring more efficiently high-dimensional search spaces like
ours and using past experiences during training. Off-policy
algorithms can be trained with either externally generated
or self-generated experiences, thus reducing the possibility
of getting stuck in a local minimum [34]. Finally, the DPG
updates are suitable for our aim of finding a deterministic
policy that returns the continuous-valued optimal action in
every continuous-valued state while keeping the evaluation
variance as low as possible [46].

From the above analysis, the second proposal is a DRL-
based DDPG approach. However, we consider sets of states
and actions that differ from those considered in the related
work [39] and, as discussed in later sections, can be more
appropriate to fit the requirements of the MDP. For greater
clarity, this second framework will be termed DRL-DDPG.

During the initial phases of the investigation, we analyzed
other DRL-based algorithms that lacked some of the desired
features above, i.e., they were either on-policy methods or
learned stochastic policies (e.g., proximal policy optimiza-
tion (PPO), trust region policy optimization (TRPO) and
asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) algorithms). In
on-policy methods, exploration is restricted to the learned
target policy plus a certain degree of randomness in the
actions taken, which is a limiting factor in high-dimensional
continuous-valued search spaces [34]. On the other hand,
stochastic policies are more desirable in partially observable

MDP (POMDP) formulations of RL problems, where the
environment uncertainty characterizes the interactions [34],
[47]. However, in our formulation, the relationship between
the observed states, actions, and rewards is established deter-
ministically: system sum-rate values are unequivocally related
to the channel realizations and the configured IRS matrix and
precoders. In addition, to improve the performance of our
deterministic approach, we consider several mechanisms that
enable efficient exploration of both the action and the state
spaces.

For a practical evaluation of both proposed approaches,
the considered system model has been extended to MS
MU-MIMO communications. Additionally, we address several
scenarios where there are not enough degrees of freedom to
cancel all the multi-user interference.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

A. Notation

Along this work, the following notation will be employed:
a is a scalar, a is a vector, and A represents a matrix. Trans-
pose, conjugate transpose, and the Frobenius norm of A are
represented by AT, AH, and ∥A∥2F, respectively. Calligraphic
letters are employed to denote sets and tuples. |R| stands for
the cardinality of a set R. IN indicates an N × N identity
matrix, and IN denotes the set of integers from 1 to N .
The operator blkdiag (·) constructs a block diagonal matrix
from its input matrices. Finally, flatten(·) is the operator that
reshapes any matrix V ∈ CA×B into a vector v ∈ C1×AB by
concatenating all the entries. The mathematical relationships
presented in the following sections hold for all the consecutive
time steps t that fit within one coherence block. Hence, for the
sake of simplicity, sub-index t is used only where necessary
to avoid ambiguities.

B. IRS-assisted MS MU-MIMO Uplink

Let us consider the uplink of an IRS-assisted MS
MU-MIMO communication system, as shown in Fig. 3. In
this scenario, each of the K users employs Nt antennas to
send Ns data streams to a BS equipped with Nr antennas. We
assume there is a total blockage between the users and the BS,
i.e., no direct channel is available between any of the K users
and the BS.

The symbols transmitted by the k-th user on each channel
usage are represented by xk = [xk,1, . . . , xk,Ns ]

T ∈ CNs×1.
We assume xk follows a zero-mean multivariate complex-
valued Gaussian distribution, i.e., xk ∼ NC(0, INs). Such sym-
bols are linearly processed with the precoder Pk ∈ CNt×Ns .
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Fig. 3. Uplink of an IRS-assisted MS MU-MIMO system.

The power transmitted by the k-th user is limited to Ωk, which
leads to the individual power constraint on the precoders given
by ∥Pk∥2F ≤ Ωk, ∀k.

The deployed IRS is assumed to have N scattering elements.
Thus, the IRS phase-shift matrix is represented by the diagonal
matrix Θ = diag(ejθ1 , . . . , ejθN ) ∈ D where θn ∈ [0, 2π)
represents the phase shift introduced by the n-th element of
the IRS. D ∈ CN×N is the set of feasible IRS matrices, i.e.,
the diagonal matrices with unit modulus entries. The vector
that contains the entries in the main diagonal of Θ is denoted
by θ ∈ CN×1.

According to this system model, the received signal at the
BS is given by

y = HIBΘ
K∑

k=1

HUIkPkxk + n, (1)

where the matrix HUIk ∈ CN×Nt represents the channel re-
sponse of the link from the k-th user to the IRS, HIB ∈ CNr×N

stands for the channel response from the IRS to the BS,
and n = [n1, n2, . . . , nNr ]

T represents the complex-valued
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) which is modeled as
n ∼ NC(0, σ

2
n INr).

Using a more compact notation, the received signal at the
BS given by (1) can be rewritten as

y = HIBΘHUIPx+ n, (2)

where HUI = [HUI1, . . . ,HUIK ] ∈ CN×KNt , x =
[xT

1 , . . . ,x
T
K ]T ∈ CKNs×1 and P = blkdiag(P1, . . . ,PK) ∈

P is the block-diagonal matrix which stacks all the users’
precoders. P ∈ CNtK×NsK is the set of block-diagonal
matrices with norm-constrained submatrices.

The vector with all the estimated user symbols x̂ =
[x̂T

1 , . . . , x̂
T
K ]T ∈ CKNs×1 is obtained by the linear filtering

of the signal received at the BS, i.e., x̂ = WHy, where
WH = [W1, . . . ,WK ]H ∈ CKNs×Nr is the BS receiving
filter matrix that stacks the individual receiving filter matrices
WH

k ∈ CNs×Nr . We assume WH
k , ∀k to be the minimum mean

square error (MMSE) receiving filter given by

WH
k = PH

kH
H
UIkΘ

HHH
IB (3)

×
(
HIBΘHUIPPHHH

UIΘ
HHH

IB + σ2
n INr

)−1
.

TABLE II
SYSTEM MODEL PARAMETERS

Parameter Description
K number of users
Nt number of transmitting antennas per user
Ns number of transmitted streams per user
Nr number of receiving antennas at BS
HUI channel response matrix from the users to the IRS
HIB channel response matrix from the IRS to the BS
Pk precoder matrix for each user k
P block-diagonal matrix with all the users’ precoders
Θ IRS phase-shift matrix
θ vector of the IRS phase-shifts
Ωk users’ individual power constraint
WH

k MMSE receiving filter for each user k
Xk interference plus noise matrix for each user k
Rk achievable rate for user k

Considering this system model, we look for the IRS phase-
shift matrix and the precoders that maximize the achievable
sum-rate. Towards this aim, we formulate the following opti-
mization problem

argmax
P,Θ

K∑
k=1

Rk (4)

s.t. ∥ Pk ∥2F≤ Ωk, ∀k ∈ IK ,
Θ ∈ D,

where Rk is the k-th user individual rate which is given by

Rk = log2 det
(
IK +X−1

k (5)

×WH
k HIBΘHUIkPkP

H
kH

H
UIkΘ

HHH
IBWk

)
,

where

Xk=
∑
i̸=k

WH
kHIBΘHUIiPiP

H
i H

H
UIiΘ

HHH
IBWk (6)

+ σ2
nW

H
kWk

is the interference plus noise matrix, and WH
k is the MMSE

individual receiving filter for the k-th user, as in (3). Notice
that for the single-stream scenarios, Ns = 1, the user indi-
vidual receiving filter matrices WH

k ∈ CNs×Nr collapse in the
vectors wH

k ∈ C1×Nr .
As stated in (4), the precoders must meet the individual

power constraints ∥ Pk ∥2F≤ Ωk, ∀k, where Ωk represents the
available power at the k-th user. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume the same power constraint value for all the users, i.e.,
Ωk = Ω, ∀k. Without loss of generality, we also assume a
noise variance σ2

n equal to one. Therefore, the SNR per user
is given by SNR(dB) = 10 log10(Ω).

Table II summarizes the main system model parameters
and their descriptions. Due to the choice of the objective
function and the design constraints for the IRS and the users’
precoders, (4) becomes a non-convex, non-trivial optimization
problem. We propose using the DCB-DDPG and DRL-DDPG
frameworks to handle this problem efficiently. Although we
will only address uplink communication scenarios like the one
previously described, proposed CB and RL solutions can be
easily adapted to downlink scenarios, and similar results are
obtained.
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C. Channel Model

Channel responses from the users to the IRS (HUI =
[HUI1, . . . ,HUIK ]) and from the IRS to the BS (HIB) are
assumed to be perfectly known, as in [30], [31], [35], [40],
[48]. Although channel acquisition is challenging in IRS-
aided systems, a promising line of research is committed
to facing this problem [49]–[51]. Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that the IRS-assisted communication systems can
implement some appropriate mechanism to provide accurate
channel state information (CSI) to the agents in the DCB and
RL frameworks.

In particular, we assume a Rayleigh fading model for HUIk,
i.e., the entries of HUIk, ∀k are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) complex-valued circularly symmetric Gaus-
sian random variables. On the other hand, considering that
IRSs are typically installed to ensure line-of-sight (LoS) to
the BS, a Rician fading channel model is adopted to describe
HIB as in [40], [48], i.e.,

HIB =

√
β

1 + β
HLOS

IB +

√
1

1 + β
HNLOS

IB , (7)

where β is the Rician factor, which is set to 3 dB. HLOS
IB and

HNLOS
IB stand for the LoS component and the Rayleigh fading

component, respectively.

IV. CB-BASED JOINT OPTIMIZATION

In this section, the optimization problem in (4) is solved
using a novel CB-based approach. We start selecting the state,
action, and reward spaces. Next, we review some essential
components in the proposed DCB-DDPG framework, and
finally, we derive the algorithmic solution.

A. DCB-DDPG: State, Action and Reward

According to the CB formulation, we introduce the follow-
ing states, actions, and rewards:

• The state vector st comprises the current values of all
the channel response matrices from the users to the IRS
(HUIk, ∀k) and from the IRS to the BS (HIB). The state
vector is constructed such that

st = [flatten(HUI1), . . . , flatten(HUIK), (8)
flatten(HIB)].

Hence, the dimension of the state space vectors is
DDCB

state = KNtN+NrN . Recall that the state space is con-
tinuous since the entries of st can take any complex value.
Notice that we assume signal processing techniques that
enable handling complex-valued entries. Otherwise, the
imaginary and real parts must be treated as independent
inputs, leading to vectors twice the size.

• The action vector at is composed of the entries in the
main diagonal of the IRS phase-shift matrix (θ) and those
in all the users’ precoders (Pk, ∀k). Hence, the action
vector is constructed such that

at = [flatten(P1), . . . , flatten(PK), (9)
flatten(θ)].

The dimension of the action space vectors is DDCB
action =

KNtNs+N . The action space is also continuous, though
the matrices formed by these entries must meet the
previously defined constraints (∥ Pk ∥2F≤ Ω, ∀k, and
Θ ∈ D).

• The reward rt is equal to the system sum-rate determined
according to (4), and by considering the entries of the
current state and the action vectors, i.e.,

rt =
K∑

k=1

Rk(st,at). (10)

B. DCB-DDPG: Framework Elements

CB algorithms are mostly oriented to solve discrete action
space formulations, such as those presented in [35]–[37], [40].
Hence, to address the high-dimensional continuous action
space of the CB-based formulation presented in the previous
subsection, we have developed the proposed DCB-DDPG
framework. Fig. 4 shows a representation of the agent that we
consider in our proposal. Some of the elements that support
this setup are the following:

• Actor-critic: called this way due to the interactions be-
tween the reward and policy functions. The critic is the
element that updates the reward function according to
the observed instantaneous rewards. Meanwhile, the actor
updates the policy function by learning the actions that
maximize the reward function. The update of the actor
function is made through deterministic policy gradient
updates as described in [41], [46]. Iteratively, both con-
verge to the corresponding optimal function.

• ANNs for function approximation: the reward and the
policy functions are represented through ANNs. This way,
the continuous action and state spaces can be efficiently
handled. The actor network π(s,ϑπ) is the approximation
of the policy function, and ϑπ is the vector of weights of
the actor network to be trained. Similarly, r(s,a,ϑr) is
the approximation of the reward function, and ϑr is the
vector of weights of the critic network.

• Experience replay: the experience tuples Et observed
at each time step are stored in a replay memory R,
such that they can be used for off-policy training. |R|
is the number of experience tuples stored, and random
mini-batches B with size |B| are used to update the
weights of the actor and critic networks during training.
Using the experience replay improves the stability of the
learning stages and eliminates the undesirable effects of
the correlation between samples.

C. DCB-DDPG: Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we present the algorithm proposed to train
the DCB-DDPG agent for solving the optimization problem
in (4). The values of the IRS phase-shift matrix (Θ) and
the precoder (P) that maximize the achievable sum-rate are
learned by following the steps in Algorithm 1.

We first create the actor and critic networks by randomly
initializing the network parameters (ϑπ and ϑr, respectively).
We also create the actor network optimizer and the critic
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Algorithm 1 DCB-DDPG algorithm
1: Initialize:
2: set π(s,ϑπ) given random ϑπ

3: set r(s,a,ϑr) given random ϑr
4: create R
5: for t = 0, . . . , T − 1 do:
6: set st given channels HUIk, ∀k and HIB
7: agent takes at = π(st,ϑπ) + ne
8: environment returns rt
9: R stores Et = (st,at, rt)

10: if |R| > |B| :
11: agent samples |B| random experiences:
12: Ei = (si,ai, ri), i = 0, . . . , |B| − 1
13: calculate the critic loss Lc by using (11)
14: update ϑr by the back-propagation of Lc
15: calculate the actor loss La by using (12)
16: update ϑπ by the back-propagation of La
17: end if
18: Obtain P and Θ by evaluating policy π(s,ϑπ)

Output: trained actor network π(s,ϑπ)

network optimizer to handle the updates of ϑπ and ϑr,
respectively. The experience replay buffer R is created with
no elements.

We propose to split the interactions between the
DCB-DDPG agent and the environment into T time steps.
Since no terminal states can be defined in our problem, the
number of time steps can be arbitrarily selected. The state st is
created as in (8) from randomly generated HUIk, ∀k and HIB
channel response matrices. Hence, episodes are not required
in this CB formulation since the randomness of the channel
response matrices guarantees continuous exploration over the
state space.

From the current state st, the agent selects the action at
according to the output of the actor network and an explo-
ration noise ne ∼ NC(0, σ

2
ne
IDDCB

action
). Incorporating this noise

improves the exploration of the action space since actions
around the one selected by the actor network are evaluated.
As explained in [34], [41], [52], in off-policy algorithms,
the policy resulting from adding the noise can be treated
as a different policy. Samples for training can be obtained
by following any policy, and the learning capability is not

affected.
The learning stage (lines 11 to 16 in Algorithm 1) is first

performed when there are enough stored experiences to sample
a mini-batch of size |B|. Notice that the first mini-batches will
have several samples in common since |B| ≈ |R|. However,
this effect soon disappears as |R| increases in every time step.

The experience tuples in B are employed to train the actor
and critic networks as described in lines 13 to 16. This
algorithm aims to maximize the instantaneous reward, not
a long-term reward function, as in RL. Hence, the sampled
reward values are used as targets for the critic training. The
critic loss, Lc, is then calculated as

Lc =
1

|B|
∑
i

(ri − r(si,ai,ϑr))
2 (11)

and the obtained values are back-propagated by using the critic
network optimizer. This way, the critic network is trained to
minimize Lc and represent the behavior of the actual reward
function as closely as possible.

Later, by following a deterministic policy gradient update,
the actor network is trained to predict the action that maxi-
mizes the output of the critic network. Because of this, the
sign of the critic output value is changed, i.e.,

La = −
1

|B|
∑
i

r(si, π(si,ϑπ),ϑr), (12)

and, hence, the back-propagation of the actor network op-
timizer can be perceived as a gradient ascent instead of a
descent. Notice that La is intended only to update the actor
network parameters. Thus, the actor network optimizer does
not update the critic network parameters.

At the end of every learning time step, the performance
of the obtained policy is tested by running an evaluation
step. Only unseen channel realizations are visited during the
evaluation, and no learning or exploration is performed. The
evaluation stage has two main aims: the detection of undesired
behaviors during the learning stage, which could lead to
performance degradation, and the identification of the policies
that perform better with the unseen channel responses so that
they can be used in the operational stage. The expected result
is to obtain a trained policy network capable of predicting
near-optimal IRS and precoder matrices.

D. DCB-DDPG: ANNs Structure

Fig. 5 shows the structures of the ANNs that we propose
to use as the actor and critic networks. The actor network
input and output layer dimensions equal DDCB

state and DDCB
action,

respectively. For this network, we employ a multi-head ANN
setup such that each user precoder’s normalization and the
projection of the phase-shift values into unit modulus values
are handled in independent normalization/projection layers.
This structure enables high flexibility in power allocation since
individual constraints can be assigned to the users. Besides, it
is an appealing choice for multi-agent implementations since
the backbone network can be trained centrally and shared
with all the users and the IRS controller. The hidden layers
are fully connected layers. They are composed of 2DDCB

state
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Fig. 5. DCB-DDPG actor and critic network structure.

output neurons in the network backbone, NtNs neurons in
each normalization head, and N neurons in the projection
head. We made several tests with different configurations, and
no improvement was observed by increasing this number. We
use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function as the activation
function in the layers within the network backbone, whereas
a linear function was employed in the multiple heads. We
include a final concatenation layer to construct the action
vector from the multiple heads.

The dimension of the input layer in the critic network equals
DDCB

state + DDCB
action since it takes both state and action vectors

as inputs. As shown in Fig. 5, these vectors are first treated
independently and later concatenated inside the network. The
hidden layers are also fully connected with 2(DDCB

state +DDCB
action)

neurons. Similarly, we use the ReLU activation function in
the hidden layers. The output layer dimension is one since
this network aims to predict the value of the reward function
for a given duple of state and action. Hence, we use the
linear activation function at this output layer. Finally, we use
the Adam optimizer in both networks since this algorithm
has proven to be computationally efficient and robust for
supervised and deep reinforcement learning problems [39],
[52], [53].

V. RL-BASED JOINT OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we propose an RL-based approach to solving
the optimization problem in (4). In the same way as for CB, we
start addressing the selection of the state, action, and reward
spaces. Next, we will review some important components in
the DRL-based DDPG framework, and finally, we will derive
the algorithmic solution.

A. DRL-DDPG: State, Action and Reward

As previously explained, the state, action, and reward spaces
in RL must meet the MDP property, i.e., actions will affect the
following states as well as the rewards. Besides, states must
include information about all the aspects of the past agent-
environment interactions that make a difference in the future.

Considering this idea, we have selected these elements in the
following manner:

• The state vector st is composed of the current values
of all the precoders (Pk, ∀k), the entries in the main
diagonal of the IRS phase-shift matrix (θ), and entries
in the channel response matrices (HIB and HUIk, ∀k).
Thus, the state vector is constructed such that

st = [flatten(P1), . . . , flatten(PK), flatten(θ), (13)
flatten(HIB), flatten(HUI1), . . . , flatten(HUIK)].

Hence, the dimension of the state space vectors is
DDRL

state = KNtNs + N + NrN +KNtN . Recall that the
state space is continuous since the entries of st can take
any complex value.

• The action vector at comprises the matrices ∆θ and
∆Pk, ∀k, whose entries stand for the variations in the
values of θ and Pk, ∀k, respectively. Hence, the dimen-
sion of the action space is DDRL

action = KNtNs +N and the
action is constructed such that

at = [flatten(∆P1), . . . , flatten(∆PK), (14)
flatten(∆θ)].

The action space is also continuous. However, its values
are constrained to have imaginary and real parts within
the real-valued interval (−1, 1) to improve the system’s
stability.

• The reward rt is determined as a function of the sum-
rate, which is the metric we aim to maximize. In this
DRL-DDPG formulation, rather than using the sum-rate
value itself, we calculate rt as the difference between the
values after and before taking the action at, i.e.,

rt =
K∑

k=1

Rk(st,at)−
K∑

k=1

Rk(st−1,at−1). (15)

In the way we have defined them, actions allow us to
identify a correspondence between the current state and the
action taken, and the corresponding next state—as expected in
DRL-based formulations. Furthermore, the immediate reward
depends on the state and the action, not only on the action.

The ANNs used for function approximation are sensitive
to the scale of the features. If we use the sum-rate values
as rewards, the difference between the scales of actions and
rewards can be unfavorable to the learning and the stability of
the consecutive time steps. By considering the reward to be
the difference between the sum-rate values, the scales of state,
action, and reward values remain similar.

B. DRL-DDPG: Framework Elements

Fig. 6 shows a representation of the DRL-DDPG agent.
As observed, several of these elements were already used in
the previously described DCB-DDPG framework. The only
additional elements required for this framework are the target
networks. In this case, the initial parameters of the actor
and critic networks are copied into the target actor network
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Fig. 6. Elements in the DRL-DDPG agent.

π(s, ϑ̃π) and target critic network q(s,a, ϑ̃q), respectively.
These target networks are used for calculating the target val-
ues, and their network parameters (ϑ̃π and ϑ̃q) are updated in a
soft-manner to track the original networks. Using these target
networks makes it possible to set stable targets to improve
the convergence of the critic network training. These target
networks are not considered in the DCB approach since they
are related to the estimations of future actions and rewards,
which are relevant only to the DRL approach. Notice that in
this case, we refer to the critic network as q(s,a,ϑq) since it
approximates the long-term reward function qπ(·).

C. DRL-DDPG Algorithm

In this section, we present the algorithm proposed to train
the DRL-DDPG agent for computing the IRS phase-shift
matrix (Θ) and the precoder (P) that maximize the achievable
sum-rate in (4). Algorithm 2 summarizes the steps to follow.
Along the analysis, we focus on the main differences regarding
the DCB-DDPG algorithm.

The actor and critic networks are created through the
randomly initialized network parameters (ϑπ and ϑq, respec-
tively). In this DRL-DDPG approach, the target actor and
target critic networks are also created as their exact copies.
Hence, before the learning process starts, ϑπ = ϑ̃π and
ϑq = ϑ̃q.

The interactions between the DRL-DDPG agent and the
environment are split into E episodes with a finite number
of time steps T since no terminal states can be defined in our
problem. Dividing the training time steps into episodes enables
the learning process to start from different initial states, thus
allowing exploration over the entire state space. We consider
setting T = 20 and varying the number of episodes according
to the intended number of interactions.

The initial state s0 is created as in (13) from the randomly
initialized P and Θ matrices, and the randomly generated
channel response matrices (HUIk, ∀k and HIB). Starting from
that state, the agent takes actions according to the output of the
actor network and an exploration noise ne ∼ NC(0, σ

2
ne
IDDRL

action
).

As in the DCB-DDPG approach, the exploration noise guar-
antees a better exploration of the entire action space. Besides,

Algorithm 2 DRL-DDPG algorithm
1: Initialize:
2: set π(s,ϑπ) given ϑπ , and q(s,a,ϑq) given ϑq

3: π(s, ϑ̃π)← π(s,ϑπ), and q(s,a, ϑ̃q)← q(s,a,ϑq)
4: create R
5: for e = 0, . . . , E − 1 do:
6: set s0 given random P ∈ P and Θ ∈ D
7: for t = 0, . . . , T − 1 do:
8: agent takes at = π(st,ϑπ) + ne
9: environment returns rt and st+1

10: R stores Et = (st,at, rt, st+1)
11: if |R| > |B| :
12: agent samples |B| random experiences:
13: Ei = (si,ai, ri, si+1), i = 0, . . . , |B| − 1
14: calculate ãi+1 = π(si+1, ϑ̃π)
15: calculate ỹi = ri + γq(si+1, ãi+1, ϑ̃q)
16: calculate the critic loss Lc by using (16)
17: update ϑq by the back-propagation of Lc
18: calculate the actor loss La by using (17)
19: update ϑπ by the back-propagation of La
20: ϑ̃π ← τϑπ + (1− τ)ϑ̃π

21: ϑ̃q ← τϑq + (1− τ)ϑ̃q
22: end if
23: Obtain P and Θ by evaluating policy π(s,ϑπ)

Output: trained actor network π(s,ϑπ)

in this DRL-DDPG approach, exploration noise also improves
the exploration over the state space because actions affect the
occurrence of the following states.

At each learning time step, the experience tuples in B are
employed to train the actor and critic networks as described
in lines 12 to 19. As presented in [41], the target variables
ãi+1 and ỹi are computed using the target actor network and
the target critic network, respectively (lines 14 and 15). The
factor γ in the computation of ỹi stands for a discount rate
and determines the relevance of future rewards. The critic loss
Lc is next calculated as

Lc =
1

|B|
∑
i

(ỹi − q(si,ai,ϑq))
2, (16)

and the obtained values are back-propagated by using the critic
network optimizer. This way, the critic network is trained to
minimize Lc and approximate the actual behavior of the long-
term reward function qπ(·).

On the other hand, the actor network is trained to predict the
action that maximizes the output of the critic network. Hence,
the actor loss La is calculated as

La = −
1

|B|
∑
i

q(si, π(si,ϑπ),ϑq), (17)

and the obtained values are then utilized to update the param-
eters of the actor network.

The actor and critic target networks are updated as described
in lines 20 and 21. Parameter τ defines the updating rate for
the target networks. At the end of every learning time step, the
obtained policy is evaluated by running an evaluation episode.
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We do not consider the exploration noise or update the net-
works during this stage. By following the actor network policy,
the randomly initialized P and Θ matrices are transformed to
improve the sum-rate of the system.

D. DRL-DDPG: ANNs Structure

The structures of the ANNs we propose to use as actor
and critic networks in DRL-DDPG are presented in Fig. 7.
The input and output layer dimensions of the actor network
equal DDRL

state and DDRL
action, respectively. Two fully connected

hidden layers with 2Dstate neurons were considered for this
network. As proposed in [39], [41], [54], we include batch
normalization layers in both actor and critic networks to
improve the learning performance. By inserting batch normal-
ization layers, higher learning rates can be considered, and
the network initialization values have a lower impact on the
network performance. We used the ReLU function at both
hidden layers, while the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation
function was used at the output layer.

The critic network input and output dimensions equal
DDRL

state +D
DRL
action and 1, respectively. The first layer, in this case,

is a concatenation layer that transforms the state and action
vectors into one. The inner structure of this network is similar
to the actor but considers 2(DDRL

state + DDRL
action) neurons at the

hidden layers. The single-neuron output layer uses the linear
activation function to predict the long-term reward value for
the action and state inputs.

VI. CONVERGENCE AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

In this section, we analyze the convergence and computa-
tional complexity of the proposed approaches. We make a brief
comparison to identify how learning and computing costs are
affected by the framework structures and some configuration
parameters.

A. Computational Complexity

In the following, we present a computational complexity
analysis based on the number of required multiplications. As

stated in [55], this is a high-level metric for computational
complexity evaluation because only multiplications are con-
sidered while other less time-consuming operations are disre-
garded. We consider two stages that occur at different moments
and have different resource limitations. First, we address the
computational complexity of the training stages (described
in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2), which are expected to
occur mostly offline. Second, we address the computational
complexity of the operational stages where the already trained
actor networks are used to predict the best IRS phase-shift and
precoder matrices for the observed channel realizations.

Let us start by analyzing the computational complexity of
the training stage in the DCB-DDPG approach (Algorithm 1).
Since training can be performed for as many time steps as
desired, we consider only the operations made within a time
step in both approaches. The highest computational complexity
in Algorithm 1 is in the operations with the critic network.
When considering mini-batches of size |B|, the computational
complexity for ANNs with fully connected layers is bounded
by O

(
|B|ψζ2

)
, where ψ is the number of hidden layers,

and ζ is the number of neurons in the widest layer [55],
[56]. We disregard the number of layers ψ because it is not
related to the communication parameters, and its value is
generally small compared to |B|. The worst condition for ζ
is considering the hidden layers of the critic network, which
contain 2(DDCB

state +DDCB
action) neurons. Hence, the computational

complexity of this step, and the algorithm in general, is in the
order of O

(
|B|

(
K2N2

t N
2 +N2

r N
2 +K2N2

t N
2
s +N2

))
.

The computational complexity analysis for the training
stage in DRL-DDPG is similar. In Algorithm 2, the high-
est complexity also corresponds to the calculations over the
critic network. Hence, following the same reasoning, the
computational complexity of this algorithm is bounded by
O
(
|B|

(
K2N2

t N
2 +N2

r N
2 + 4K2N2

t N
2
s + 4N2

))
. As ob-

served, the computational cost of training in DRL-DDPG is
higher due to the larger number of elements being considered
in the states. Notice that, beyond the increment of the computa-
tional complexity, larger state vectors also imply larger storage
capabilities needed for the ANN models and the replay buffer.

In the operational stage, the computational complexity is
expected to be remarkably lower, which is desirable to fit the
latency requirements of practical applications. In this stage, no
exploration is performed, but experiences are stored for offline
training. In the DCB-DDPG approach, the already trained
actor network is used to predict the best IRS phase-shift and
precoder matrices for a given channel realization in a single-
step forward pass. As explained in Section IV, the widest
layers in the DCB-DDPG actor network are in the backbone,
with 2DDCB

state neurons. Hence, the computational complexity of
finding the best matrices in DCB-DDPG is in the order of
O
(
K2N2

t N
2 +N2

r N
2
)
.

On the other hand, in the DRL-DDPG approach, the
IRS phase-shift and precoder matrices are predicted through
the sequence of T consecutive time steps that form an
episode. In this case, the widest layers in the actor
network for DRL-DDPG are composed of DDRL

state neu-
rons. Hence, the computational complexity of the op-
erational stage with DRL-DDPG is in the order of
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O
(
T
(
K2N2

t N
2 +N2

r N
2 +K2N2

t N
2
s +N2

))
.

As shown before, the DCB-DDPG approach outperforms
the DRL-DDPG scheme in terms of computational com-
plexity. By presenting simpler implementations of the ANN-
based function approximations, and a simpler algorithm, DCB-
DDPG stands as a more suitable alternative to handle the joint
optimization problem, especially in applications with stringent
latency requirements or computing resource constraints.

B. Convergence

As explained in [34], convergence cannot be guaranteed
in algorithms like those proposed in DCB-DDPG and DRL-
DDPG. These algorithms combine three crucial features,
which are known as the deadly triad: function approximation,
bootstrapping (i.e., using previous estimates for training), and
off-policy training. They are called this way because instability
and divergence arise when these features are jointly employed.
However, none of these features can be given up because of
their relevance. For this reason, the convergence analysis must
be empirically addressed by considering the specific conditions
of our frameworks and system model.

As in [39], [40], [42], [56], [57], we first propose a
convergence analysis based on the reward function. Fig. 8
and Fig. 9 show the normalized average sum-rate values
computed at the evaluation time steps in DCB-DDPG and
the evaluation episodes in DRL-DDPG, respectively. At each
evaluation stage, the average sum-rate values are computed
over 100 channel realizations different from those visited
during training. Normalization is performed by considering the
overall highest average sum-rate value as the normalization
factor to allow a fair comparison. These figures show that
convergence in terms of sum-rate can be empirically illustrated
for both approaches in the considered setup. The obtained
values steadily improve and converge to their best solutions
when the learning rates of the actor network optimizers (µa )
are equal to 0.001. Thus, the proper behavior of the actor
networks is demonstrated, since they continuously improve on
learning the best precoder and the IRS phase-shift matrix for
each channel realization.
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Fig. 10. Normalized critic loss vs training time steps with the DCB-DDPG
framework.

Additionally, we have performed a second convergence
analysis based on the critic loss values (Lc). The better the
critic networks approximate the instantaneous reward function
rt(·) in DCB-DDPG and the long-term reward function qπ(·)
in DRL-DDPG, the smaller the values of Lc are. Fig. 10
and Fig. 11 show the normalized critic loss values in the
DCB-DDPG and the DRL-DDPG approaches, respectively. As
in the previous analysis, the convergence of both algorithms
can be empirically shown for at least one of the learning
rates of the critic network optimizer (µc = 0.001). Notice
that, in both convergence analyses, higher learning rate values
(µa = µc = 0.01) lead to lower stability. On the other hand,
lower learning rates (µa = µc = 0.0001) improve stability but
sacrifice convergence speed.

As observed in the previous figures, the proposed DCB-
DDPG framework is more robust regarding sum-rate maxi-
mization and critic loss minimization. In both cases, DCB-
DDPG converges to better solutions while keeping lower vari-
ance values. In this sense, convergence speed and stability are
mainly related to the complexity of the learning and evaluation
stages. In DCB-DDPG, single-time step predictions are used
to find the best precoder and IRS phase-shift matrices. Hence,
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Fig. 11. Normalized critic loss vs training episodes with the DRL-DDPG
framework.

either good or bad, predictions in DCB-DDPG only affect the
instantaneous reward and not the future states or rewards. On
the other hand, matrices in DRL-DDPG are predicted through
the sequence of consecutive time steps that form an episode.
Hence, prediction errors might propagate and increase from
one time step to the next, thus reducing the system stability.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present results that validate the use of
the DCB-DDPG and DRL-DDPG frameworks to optimize the
IRS phase-shift and precoder matrices in the uplink of an
IRS-assisted MS MU-MIMO system, as the one described in
Section III. We consider the setups presented in Sections IV
and V, and follow the steps described in Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2, respectively.

Table III shows the configuration parameters considered
for the computer experiments. For fairness, we have selected
the number of episodes in DRL-DDPG and the time steps
in both proposals so that the training times remain similar
for both approaches. In both cases, the mini-batches with
16 entries constitute an adequate trade-off between learning
performance and complexity. The learning rate values in both
proposals and the update and discount factors in DRL-DDPG
were obtained experimentally through a grid search approach
to provide the best performance in terms of the system’s
achievable sum-rate. The exploration noise variance was set to
0.05 in both approaches to guarantee a fair trade-off between
exploration and exploitation over the action space. This value
is also in concordance with the one proposed in [41]. As
explained, exploration over state space is also guaranteed by
the randomness of channel realizations and the episodes in the
DRL-DDPG approach.

We have selected two model-driven approaches as bench-
marks. The first scheme, termed Alternating-ProG, uses an
alternating minimization projected gradient algorithm to opti-
mize the IRS and precoder matrices [58, Algorithm 5]. This
solution has been shown to perform better than other strategies
proposed in the literature for the joint design of the IRS and
precoding matrices. We have also included a baseline strategy

TABLE III
CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

DCB-DDPG parameters
Parameter Description Value

T number of training time steps 100000
|B| mini-batch size 16

|R|max max. experience replay buffer size 100000
µa actor network optimizer learning rate 0.001
µc critic network optimizer learning rate 0.001
σ2

ne exploration noise variance 0.05

DRL-DDPG parameters
Parameter Description Value

E number of episodes 5000
T number of time steps per episode 20
|B| mini-batch size 16

|R|max max. experience replay buffer size 100000
µa actor network optimizer learning rate 0.001
µc critic network optimizer learning rate 0.001
τ target network updating rate 0.005
γ discount factor 0.99
σ2

ne exploration noise variance 0.05
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Fig. 12. Sum-rate (bit/s/Hz) vs SNR (dB) for K = 10, N s = 2,
N t = 2, N r = 30, N = 50.

termed RandomIRS-MRT to provide a lower-bound reference.
In the RandomIRS-MRT scheme, the IRS phase-shift matrix
is randomly selected from the set of feasible matrices D, and
the precoders are computed according to the maximum ratio
transmitter (MRT) criterion.

Fig. 12 shows the achievable sum-rates obtained with the
proposed DCB-DDPG and DRL-DDPG approaches and the
two benchmarks for a range of SNR values between -15 dB
and 15 dB. The results in Fig. 12 were obtained by considering
a setup with K = 10 users employing Nt = 2 antennas to
send Ns = 2 streams each, an IRS with N = 50 scattering
elements, and a BS with Nr = 30 receiving antennas.

In these simulation conditions, the Alternating-ProG bench-
mark outperforms our proposals, although the difference con-
cerning the DCB-DDPG scheme is minimal. This is an ex-
pected result that an important remark can explain. As stated
in [15], the performance of linear algorithms is near optimal
when Nr >> KNs, as occurs in this configuration. Although
the necessary alternating procedure imposes certain limitations
on its performance, we can say that the communication
configuration is favorable for the benchmark approach. The
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Fig. 13. Sum-rate (bit/s/Hz) vs SNR (dB) for N r ∈ {8, 16}, K = 10,
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performance of DRL-DDPG in this scenario is also good,
although it is outperformed by the DCB-DDPG algorithm.
Since we constrained the training times of both approaches
to be equal, the higher complexity of DRL-DDPG and better
suitability of the DCB formulation for this problem led to
the observed gap in their performances. On the other hand,
both proposals significantly outperform the RandomIRS-MRT
baseline strategy.

We next considered the same setup as in the previous ex-
periment and conducted simulations for two different numbers
of BS receiving antennas, namely Nr ∈ {8, 16}. The results
are shown in Fig. 13. Note that for Nr = 16, the total number
of transmitted data streams KNs = 20 is slightly higher than
the number of receiving antennas Nr. In the low SNR regime
(SNR < -5 dB), the behavior of the sum-rate values is similar
to that observed in Fig. 12. The DCB-DDPG and Alternating-
ProG schemes behave similarly and slightly outperform DRL-
DDPG. This result is reasonable because, in the low SNR
regime, the system performance is more sensitive to channel
noise than to multi-user interference. However, when SNR
increases, Alternating-ProG is unable to handle the multi-user
interference, and the achievable sum-rate decreases or remains
constant. On the other hand, both DCB-DDPG and DRL-
DDPG manage the interference more appropriately, and the
sum-rate increases almost linearly with the SNR values. For
example, the achievable sum-rate obtained with DCB-DDPG
when SNR = 15 dB is more than 40 bits/s/Hz higher than
that provided by Alternating-ProG. In addition, DCB-DDPG
outperforms DRL-DDPG by around 5 bits/s/Hz in all the SNR
regimes.

Fig. 13 also shows the results obtained when Nr = 8. This
is a highly demanding setup since the total of transmitted
data streams KNs = 20 is higher than twice the number
of receiving antennas. Under this condition, none of the
algorithms is able to tackle the multi-user interference, and
a scheduling stage should be considered.

We conducted another set of experiments to analyze the
performance impact of the relationship between the number of
receiving antennas Nr and the number of transmitted streams
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Fig. 14. Sum-rate (bit/s/Hz) vs Nr for SNR = 10 dB, K = 10,
N t = 2, N s = 2, N = 50.

KNs. We again assumed a setup with K = 10, Ns = 2,
Nt = 2 and N = 50. We fixed SNR = 10 dB and considered
Nr values that range from 8 to 30. Fig. 14 shows the obtained
results. In the following, we analyzed them by considering
three working regimes: Nr/KNs << 1, Nr/KNs < 1, and
Nr/KNs ≥ 1.

The first regime with Nr/KNs << 1 represents a critical
scenario where, as discussed previously, none of the ana-
lyzed algorithms perform well, and their sum-rates degrade
remarkably. In the third regime with Nr/KNs ≥ 1, all the
algorithms perform reasonably well, although DCB-DDPG
and Alternating-ProG outperform DRL-DDPG. It is also worth
noting that the DCB-DDPG scheme nearly achieves the same
performance as the model-driven benchmark in this regime.
This behavior matches that observed in Fig. 12. The second
regime with Nr/KNs < 1 is an intermediate scenario where
DCB-DDPG and DRL-DDPG clearly outperform Alternating-
ProG. When moving into this regime, Alternating-ProG cannot
properly handle the interference among the users. The sum-rate
values slowly increase when considering more receiving anten-
nas, and no major performance improvement is observed until
the third regime condition is met. On the other hand, DCB-
DDPG and DRL-DDPG manage the interference more effi-
ciently, and the sum-rate values increase almost linearly when
considering more receiving antennas. When Nr decreases from
20 to 18, the Alternating-ProG sum-rate value degrades near
75 bit/s/Hz, while this value only degrades around 25 bit/s/Hz
for DCB-DDPG and DRL-DDPG. The results show that the
sum-rate values achieved with the proposed schemes are at
least 25 bit/s/Hz higher when considering Nr values between
12 and 18.

As explained in Section II, formulating the joint opti-
mization problem as RL or CB with discrete actions is not
feasible. The number of possible actions becomes intractable
even for low-complexity setups. The number of possible
actions—and the size of the output layer of the ANN used
for the policy function approximation—would be as large as
≈ 1015, only by addressing the optimization of an IRS with
50 scattering elements and two possible phase values. This
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number is several times larger if we also consider discrete-
valued precoding vectors. However, to meet the requirements
of practical implementations, we have analyzed the use of
an additional discretization stage to be applied to the already
computed optimal continuous-valued IRS matrices, instead of
considering discrete formulations of the problem.

Fig. 15 shows the sum-rate when the discretization stage
is applied to the IRS phase-shift matrix obtained for a con-
figuration with K = 10, Nt = 2, Ns = 2, Nr = 30,
N = 50 and SNR = 10 dB. We use the continuous-valued IRS
phase-shift matrix obtained by the DCB-DDPG framework as
a baseline. The figure shows that the sum-rate degradation
caused by discretizing the IRS phase-shifts is lower than 20
bit/s/Hz, even considering only two possible phases for the IRS
scattering elements. Besides, this degradation effect steeply
decreases when more phase-shift quantization levels are con-
sidered. As observed, we reach almost the same performance
with only eight quantization levels. Comparable results have
been obtained for other system configurations. In addition, a
similar codebook-based approach could be considered for the
precoders. Hence, continuous-valued formulations are a good
choice for the system design, even if discrete-valued matrices
are the final objective.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated two different approaches for the joint
optimization of the IRS phase-shift matrix and the precoders
in the uplink of an IRS-assisted MS MU-MIMO system. The
first approach is a CB formulation with continuous state and
action spaces. To handle this continuous formulation, we have
developed an actor-critic framework called DCB-DDPG. The
second approach is a DRL formulation of the optimization
problem. By considering the pros and cons of related works,
we developed an approach to the DDPG framework with an
alternative configuration of the state and action spaces, such
that entries in the current matrices are the states and the
variations in these values are the actions. A deep analysis
of both proposed frameworks has been made, and our main
findings can be summarized as follows:

• CB and RL enable an adequate formulation of the
joint optimization, while DCB-DDPG and DRL-DDPG
frameworks are effective methods to solve the considered
optimization problem.

• The convergence of both proposed frameworks in terms
of reward maximization and critic loss minimization
is empirically illustrated. However, DCB-DDPG shows
better stability and convergence speed, which can be
related to its lower computational complexity and better
suitability of the problem formulation.

• The performance of both proposed frameworks regard-
ing sum-rate maximization is similar to state-of-the-
art heuristic algorithms when Nr ≥ KNs. In contrast,
the proposed schemes handle the multi-user interference
more efficiently when Nr < KNs.

• Simulation results show that our continuous-valued for-
mulations are valuable even when discrete-valued matri-
ces are required as final outcomes.
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